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After numerous requests from readers, we have a new addition to the Morning CORE. Each Friday, we’ll start
with a Soul Train Line Dance Clip. I don’t think anyone can argue with that. Happy Friday and
enjoy!! https://bit.ly/3j1ejRn
As always, let me know if you would like anyone added to the distribution list. They can also sign up on the
website: https://www.themorningcore.com/
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trend higher, continuing yesterday’s bounce from the morning lows.
Pfizer vaccine headlines have investors in a better mood as they buy-the-dip. Can this allay concerns of a
second wave US infections? Trump is pushing a larger relief package around $2 trillion, but Republican
lawmakers remain wary. US retail sales data is out at 8:30am. Unemployment applications rose to their
highest level since late August. Boeing is +3% pre-market on news European regulators clear the 737 Max
plane. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +11.80, 10-Yr Yield: 0.722%.
CORE Headlines:
 Pfizer (PFE) may apply for emergency use of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine by the end of next month.-WSJ
 Joe Biden holds narrow lead over President Trump in Florida, according to latest polls.-Bberg (Anyone
else sick of these polls? Let’s just have the election.)
 Gilead Sciences has questioned the findings of a World Health Organization (WHO) study that
concluded its COVID-19 drug remdesivir does not help patients who have been admitted to hospital.Reuters
 Ford Motor said its China sales rose 25% over July to September from the same period a year earlier
to 164,352 vehicles, attributing the increase to product launches and a localization strategy.-Reuters
(stock has been a beast the last 3 weeks)
 Facebook's Instagram has agreed measures to crack down on hidden advertising by so-called
influencers on its photo and video platform, Britain's Competition and Markets Authority said.-Reuters
 Trump and his advisers have taken a more hands-on role than previously known in shaping Covid-19
recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, helping create a crisis of
confidence in the nation’s top public-health agency.-WSJ
 The coronavirus is spreading for a number of reasons—some people have grown tired of restrictions
on their movements and might be taking more risks than they did in the spring, and mixed messaging
over preventive measures has sowed confusion.-WSJ
 A decline in mammograms and other screening procedures during the pandemic has led to missed and
delayed cancer diagnoses, according to data from insurance claims, lab orders, Medicare billings and
oncology-practice records.-WSJ
 About 70 percent of registered voters surveyed said they would take a Covid-19 vaccine, although
many want to wait until it has been available for a while to see if there are major problems or side
effects, according to a new WSJ/NBC News poll. (seems rational)
 DraftKings has been forging partnerships with star athletes, sports franchises, and media companies;
Analysts say the online gambling market will reach between $42-$58B, and as more states consider
legalizing it, companies like DraftKings should benefit.-IBD
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Devastating fires on the West Coast may cause long-term damage to the nation's wine supply,
possibly leading to higher prices and reduced selection in ensuing years—beyond structural damage,
smoke from the fires may deliver the longest-lasting losses.-USA
The coronavirus slashed movie and TV production in Hollywood by more than half this summer,
according to non-profit group FilmLA, which tracks production in Tinseltown.-NYP
Twitter’s move to block an unsubstantiated New York Post article about Joe Biden and his son Hunter
sparked outrage among Republicans, prompting the company to allow the content to be posted, but
with a label to provide context.-NYT
British PM Johnson is closer to imposing a second lockdown, moving London to a higher level of
restrictions and signaling that he wanted to move Manchester to the highest level, joining Liverpool,
even though he claims targeted responses, not lockdowns, work better.-NYT
Joe Biden’s presidential campaign broke monthly fundraising records again in September, bringing in
$383M, a number that gives the Democratic nominee a fearsome financial advantage over Trump in
the final weeks of the election.-FT
Morning Brew, the business newsletter publisher for millennials, is in talks to sell itself to Business
Insider—people who have talked to the company’s founders believe they expect to sell it for more
than $50M, and possibly as much as $75M.-Recode

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Univ. of Illinois: How to teach distracted kids new skills https://bit.ly/3k1y1O9 “Listening to a lecture,
texting, online shopping and socializing on Facebook are all complex, very demanding tasks that draw
on the same region of the brain, the prefrontal cortex,” Schmidt said. “Under most conditions, the
brain can’t carry out two complex tasks simultaneously. But if students do not believe their learning is
being hampered by this behavior, they have no incentive or motivation to change it, and the problem
just continues.”
 BI: Goldman says market due for temporary rotation out of growth stocks https://bit.ly/3nYnWDZ
 Politico: Good primer on what’s a digital euro https://politi.co/344M6F7 I’ll try to find more articles on
Central Bank digital currencies
 Ladders: Drinking alcohol daily will make you look 10 years older https://bit.ly/3jZB0GZ
Charts from The Daily Shot:
US Manufacturers are not as upbeat as they were after the lockdowns were lifted, but sentiment
remains solid.
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The Philly Fed’s report was even stronger.
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Employees are putting in more hours.
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New unemployment applications are holding above one million per week.

Source: @GregDaco
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US mortgage rates hit another record low this week.

Higher Treasury yields should benefit value stocks.

Source: SG Cross-Asset Research, @jessefelder, @AndrewLapthorne Read full article
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Homebuilders’ shares keep widening their outperformance vs. the S&P 500.

Call option activity in stocks popular with retail investors remains elevated. Here is the trend for Tesla.

Source: @SarahPonczek
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Silver is holding support.

Source: barchart.com
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US gasoline demand is back at the lower end of the 7-year range.
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So far, the massive expansion in the money supply has not resulted in much higher inflation.

Source: Alpine Macro
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Declines in cancer screening during the pandemic:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Changes in college enrollment:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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